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Abstract- Watermarking on Digital Images has dissimilar methods, some of them contracts with frequency domain. The 

Watermarking methods using frequency domain produce better results either concerns with image excellence or invisibility 

of the watermark. The numerical watermarking is such that it offers copyright protection by information hiding. The 

investigators all over the world are still trying to find out the way to create robust Digital Image Watermarking Methods. 

Digital image watermarking techniques have been developed widely in new years to maintain the broadcasting media and 

satisfied authentication, broadcast monitoring, copy control, and many other applications. The method involves introducing 

of the watermark in the host appearance in the Discrete Cosine Transform domain in a spread-spectrum format. The digital 

data are spread using the Internet. So digital data must be secure, copyright protected, and authenticated at the same time.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

An image processing is a quickly emerging area with 

various rising applications in computer science and 

engineering. It is very significant field for the research 

work because its methods are used in almost all types of 

tasks like human computer interface, medical 

visualisation; image improvement, Law enforcement, 

artistic [1] effects, image restoration and digital 

watermarking for security determination. Digital image 

processing has many valuable possessions over the 

equivalent image processing. Digital image processing is 

completing irregular computer operations on digital 

image for numerous purposes like enhancing image 

quality, shifting images from noise.  

 

A digital image is an illustration of two dimensional 

images as a finite set of digital ideals called picture 

elements or pixels. Therefore, processing a numerical 

image by using a digital computer is called digital image 

processing. 

 

In general a digital watermark is a method which allows 

an individual to add hidden charter information or other 

confirmation message to digital media. The process 

Watermarking is that embeds forms named a digital 

signature or watermark or label or tag into a multimedia 

object such that watermark can be sensed or mined later 

to create an assertion about the object. Digital watermark 

is a sequence of information containing the proprietors 

copyright for the multimedia data. It is inserted visibly or 

invisibly into additional image so that it can be extracted 

later as an indication of authentic owner. Usage of digital 

image watermarking technique has grown suggestively 

to protect the copyright possession of digital multimedia 

data as it is very much disposed to illegal and 

unauthorized replication, reproduction and manipulation. 

The watermark may be a logo, label or a random 

arrangement. A typical good watermarking system 

should aim at keeping the entrenched watermark very 

robust under hateful attack in real and shadowy domain. 

Incorporation of the watermark in the image could be 

achieved in various ways [2]. 

 

 
 

Figure no: 1 General Process of Watermarking 

 

In this section described that the general introduction of 

the image watermarking [3]. Digital image processing is 

a rapidly developing area with various raising 

applications in computer science and engineering. It is 

very important field for the research work because its 

techniques are used in almost all kinds of tasks like 

human computer interface, medical visualisation; image 

enhancement, Law enforcement, artistic effects, image 

restoration and digital watermarking for security 

purpose. Digital image processing has many beneficial 

properties over the analogue image processing. Digital 
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image processing is accomplishing variant computer 

operations on digital image for various purposes like 

enhancing image quality, filtering images from noise. A 

digital image [4] is a representation of two dimensional 

images as a finite set of digital values called picture 

elements or pixels. Therefore, processing a digital image 

by using a digital computer is called digital image 

processing. 

 

II. NEEDS OF IMAGE WATERMARKING 
 

Digital image watermarking distresses to solve some  

problems properly, thus, this paper highpoints the main 

requirements of watermarked image as following[5]: 

 

A. Robust  

The watermark is calculated to be able to survive against 

related and intentional attacks. This kind of 

watermarking can be used in broadcast monitoring, 

copyright defence, fingerprinting, and copy control. 

 

B. Fragile 

The watermark in this type is considered to be destroyed 

at any kind of alteration, to detect any prohibited 

manipulation, even slight changes, involving related and 

intentional attacks. Fragile marks are mainly used in 

content authentication and integrity confirmation [6]. 

 

C. Imperceptibility 

Imperceptibility is the most significant requirement in 

watermarking system, and it mentions to the perceptual 

comparison between the original image before 

watermarking course and the watermarked image. In 

other words, the watermarked duplicate should look 

alike to the original image, and the watermark must be 

imperceptible in spite of occurrence of small degradation 

in image dissimilarity or brightness. However, the 

challenge is that inaudibility could be realized, but the 

robustness and the volume will be reduced, and vice 

versa, imperceptibility may be lost by increasing the 

robustness and the capacity. 

 

D. Capacity 

Capacity refers to the number of bits entrenched into the 

image. The capacity of an image could be dissimilar 

according to the application that watermark is intended. 

Moreover, reviewing the capacity of the image can show 

us the boundary of watermark information that would be 

embedded and at the same time satisfying the 

imperceptibility and robustness. 

 

E. Security 

Security is the capability to resist against deliberate 

attacks. These attacks intended to change the 

determination of embedding the watermark. Attacks 

types can be divided into three main categories: unlawful 

removal, illegal embedding, and illegal detection. 

 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

Preeti Parashar et al., 2014 [7] presented survey on the 

current digital image watermarking techniques. The 

consequences of various digital image watermarking 

methods had been compared on the foundation of 

outputs. In the digital watermarking the surreptitious 

information were implanted into the original data for 

defensive the ownership rights of the multimedia data. 

The image watermarking methods may divide on the 

basis of domain like spatial domain or alter domain or on 

the basis of wavelets. The spatial domain techniques 

straight work on the pixels and the frequency domain 

works on the convert coefficients of the image. This 

survey explains the most vital methods of spatial domain 

and transform domain and focuses the advantages and 

disadvantages of these techniques.  

 
Chan-Il Woo et al., 2013 recommend [8] an efficient 

image tamper uncovering method using block-wise 

technique which was able to detect the tamper locations. 

In the projected method, a digital signature was 

generated from the hash code of the blocks of the final 

level where the watermark was inserted and the blocks 

of the upper level where those blocks are included in the 

image separation process and this sign was used as the 

watermark, which is randomly inserted into designated 

image blocks.  

 

Mohammad Abdullatif et al., 2013 [9]defined as, 

highlight digital image watermarking. It jumps with a 

basic model of digital image watermarking; it discusses 

the main supplies and applications. Moreover, it 

appraisals some of the techniques and algorithm used in 

image watermarking. In adding, digital image 

watermarking attacks were deliberated. Lastly, 

Watermarking evaluation system was labelled. 

 

Ravinder Singh et al., 2013[10] comprised combine 

structures of both transformations, so the Watermarking 

was more Robust than  earlier approaches. The Colour 

Image Watermarking was done by selecting one colour 

constituent from RGB Components of Colour Image. 

The Watermark embeds into any selected section and 

then again merges with other components. The Red 

Component plays very important role to the present the 

colour object as well as it was healthy to the reservation 

information associated with it. So, in this research, Red 

Component was selected to hide Watermark. This 

approach was more secure because the embedded 

watermark can only be excerpt from the Red Component 

after decomposing Watermarked Image into RGB 

apparatuses, other components does not contain any 

information about the Watermark. 

 

IV. OVERVIEW OF WATERMARKING 

 

The basic perfect of Digital Image Watermarking 

contains of two parts:  

1. Watermark embedding  

2. Watermark extraction 
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Figure no: 2 Embedding Process 

 

The first procedure is Watermark Embedding that is 

shown in Figure no. 2 and the last one process is the 

Watermark Extraction that is shown in Figure no 3. 

 

 
Figure no: 3 Extracted process 

 

Watermark Embedding is the procedure of embedding 

watermark into the original image. The production is the 

Watermarked image. This process is approved out at 

sender’s side. Watermark Extraction is the Process of 

sensing watermark from the Watermarked image [11]. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Digital watermarking is very beneficial method for 

providing security to the digital broadcasting on the 

internet technology. In this paper, review of dissimilar 

techniques based on spatial domain and the transform 

domain .This survey examines the limitations and 

strengths of the watermarking methods. This paper 

studied the latest investigation work done on digital 

image watermarking. It accessible the basic model of 

digital image watermarking for embedding and 

detection. Next, it stated the requirements of any digital 

image watermarking system. Then it registered some of 

the requests of digital image watermarking. Next, it 

exhibited the most significant techniques in both 

provinces spatial domain and frequency province. Then 

it stated the mutual attacks of digital image 

watermarking. Finally, it decorated the evaluation 

system of watermarking technology. 
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